In this research paper, blockchain-based trust management model is proposed to enhance trust relationship among beacon nodes and to eradicate malicious nodes in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). This composite trust evaluation involves behavioral-based trust as well as data-based trust. Various metrics such as closeness, honesty, intimacy and frequency of interaction are taken into account to compute behavioral-based trust of beacon nodes. Further, the composite (behavior and data) trust value of each beacon nodes is broadcast to Base Stations (BS) to generate a blockchain of trust values. Subsequently, the management model discards the beacon node with least trust value and that ensures reliability and consistency of localization in WSNs. The simulated results of the proposed algorithm are compared with the existing ones in terms of detection accuracy, False Positive Rate (FPR) and False Negative Rate (FNR) and Average Energy Consumption (AEC).
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the advancement in technology and networking, the Internet of Things (IoT) becomes an emerging scenario which encourages various social and economic developments [1] . Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) play a key role with practical significance and research value in the rapid development of IoT. WSNs are ad hoc networks which are a collection of small devices embedded with sensing capabilities called sensor nodes. Sensor nodes should have the characteristics of large coverage area, monitoring with high precision, self-organization, random deployment, and fault-tolerance, etc., [2] . The autonomous sensor nodes are deployed surrounding area of interest to monitor happening physical activities. The gathered information is forwarded to the Base Station (BS) -or sink node -to perform computation through a wireless medium. WSNs have prospective applications in various fields such as military, surveillance, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Luis Javier Garcia Villalba . habitat monitoring, automation, disaster application, monitoring in healthcare, smart home and industrial applications [3] - [5] . Some applications need the precise location of the sensor nodes to make gathered data meaningful such as forest fire detection, target tracking, surveillance, and battlefield environments. The process of locating the sensor nodes is called localization [6] . Various localization algorithms have been developed by the researchers to achieve more precise localization in the last two decades [7] , [8] .
Due to remote or hostile operating environments and limited resources, to procure more precise localization is still a challenging issue. The localization process is affected by various attacks performed by malicious nodes makes it difficult to accomplish accurate location of nodes in WSNs. As already discussed above that localization play an important role in various applications in WSNs, but accurate localization in non-trusted environments is a challenging concern. Various secure localization algorithms have been developed to mitigate different malicious attacks. However, these algorithms have different shortcomings [9] . In this regard, the literature VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ of related researches is accomplished into two sections i.e. secure localization algorithm and emerging blockchain technology. Collaborative Secure Localization based on Trust (CSLT) algorithm is shown in [10] for Underwater WSNs. The trust values of beacon nodes are evaluated for secure localization of unknown nodes. The Quality of Service (QoS) is predicted using collaborative filtering in service and mobile computing [11] , [12] . Trust-Based Secure Localization (TBSL) algorithm is proposed for WSNs in which beacon nodes trust are evaluated by identifying the characteristics and behavior of nodes. The unknown nodes discover their locations using location information of credible beacon nodes [13] . Beta Reputation-based robust Secure Localization (BRSL) algorithm has been developed in which the trust evaluation is achieved based on beta reputation. Further, the locations of unknown nodes are estimated using a weighted Taylor-series least square method [14] .
Another variation of secure algorithms based on trust for secure routing, malicious node detection, and intelligent transportation have been developed in WSNs [15] - [17] . Improved DV-Hop localization algorithm has been developed for WSNs in which faulty sensor nodes are detected to improve the localization accuracy [18] . Another Agent-based Secured Routing techniques is shown in [19] for WSNs based on trust values of sensor nodes. The information to remote nodes is broadcasted through trustworthy sensor nodes. A secure localization algorithm based on mutual authentication has been introduced in [20] for WSNs where malicious beacon nodes are detected in the network. Another secured localization algorithm based on Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) has been shown in [21] to detect wormhole attacks within the network. The malicious nodes are identified using authentication based distance estimation and the location of sensor nodes are discovered using MLE. Another wormhole detection schemes are shown in [22] , [23] based on Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) with Round Trip Time (RTT) for WSNs.
The emerging blockchain technology gives a great impact on the Internet of Things (IoT) which enables the secure transaction, interaction, decentralization for improving the performance of the system [24] - [26] . A Blockchain-based Anonymous Reputation System (BARS) and certificate revocation schemes have been shown in [27] , [28] to provide security in VANETs. Also, the blockchain technology based trusted routing, data storage and memory optimization schemes have been developed in [29] - [31] for WSNs. Another Blockchain-based trust model has been developed in VANETs for trust and privacy management of the vehicles. The direct and indirect reputation ensures the trustworthiness of the vehicles using the certificate and revocation transparency with blockchain [32] , [33] . Emerging blockchain technology is also adopted in healthcare, cloud, and fog computing application for the privacy-preserving purpose [34] , [35] . Therefore, incorporation of blockchain technology for trust management and secure localization is a new concept for WSNs. The main contributions of the present research paper are: i) A blockchain-based trust management model is proposed to ensure the secure localization in WSNs. ii) The trust value of each beacon nodes is aggregated based on behavioral-based trust and data-based trust. iii) The composite trust values are broadcasted to BS to generate blockchain-based trust model. iv) The location of unknown nodes is computed by using information of most trusty beacon nodes.
The rest of the research paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed network model of the current research article. In Section 3, simulation of the proposed algorithm is presented and finally, the concluded remarks and future scope of the study are explained in Section 4.
II. PROPOSED NETWORK MODEL
In WSNs, localization is suffering from various problems such as location estimation issues, which affect the accuracy of localization, energy conservation problem which affects WSNs lifetime and malicious activity or attacks which may incur false location estimation. Therefore, to protect localization from malicious attacks with the least energy consumption, a blockchain-based trust management model is proposed in this paper.
A. NETWORK ENVIRONMENT
In network environment, sensor nodes are modeled by a undirected graph G(V , E) where V represents the set of N nodes and E denotes the edge set of G. A set of N sensor nodes have b beacon nodes (BN ) and n unknown nodes (UN ) and m malicious beacon nodes (MN ). The overall sensor nodes are represented using as following:
The sensor nodes which are forcefully and intentionally captured by attackers are called malicious nodes. Also, a BS is deployed at the center of the networks which controls the overall activity and mechanism of the network. All sensor nodes and BS are deployed in two-dimensional area A with a of L × L, where L represents the length of each sides. The transmission range of each sensor node is circular and center of the circle represents the sensor node itself. BS is assumed most privileged in terms of resources, storage and communication and all the major task of localization computing is performed by BS. Each beacon node can communicate with BS and forwards location information and trust information to BS directly.
B. ADVERSARY MODEL
Various characteristics of the WSNs make it challenging to design an effective and efficient trust management model:
• An adversary can capture or compromise any beacon node and can forge the real identity or location of beacon nodes.
• An adversary has high performance hardware, more computational power and sensing capability than a normal sensor node.
• An adversary or malicious nodes can eavesdrop the location information of beacon nodes and forwards the false information to other sensor nodes.
Different types of malicious threats are:
• Broadcasting false location information. In this threat, the malicious node gains control over beacon nodes and then the victim node broadcast the false information about the location. Such type of information received by unknown nodes may cause more of a localization error during localization process. Hence, the estimated position of unknown nodes may be error-prone and inaccurate. An example of localization process of sensor nodes is shown in Figure 1 with false beacon information. The false position of beacon node B1 is represented by B " 1 and the position of unknown node U1 is wrongly estimated at U 1 * . • Impersonation. In this type of attack, an adversary produces its identity as a genuine node in the network and broadcasts false location to other sensor nodes. A malicious node spoofs the identity of legitimate beacon nodes in localization and proves itself as a part of legal nodes. In Figure 2 , malicious node M1 spoofs the identity of beacon node B1 and broadcast the position of B1 across the network.
• Tampering with the integrity of information.
• Reports false energy information to misguide the trust evaluation process.
• An attacker can receive all the information lies in the area of compromised nodes. Consequently, the proposed trust model needs to deal with potential threats that result from the aforementioned attacks to improve the accuracy and security in the localization process.
C. BLOCKCHAIN-BASED TRUST MANAGEMENT MODEL
The whole process of trust management is illustrated in Figure 3 . The trust value of individual beacon nodes is evaluated in order to discard the malicious nodes. The format of Beacon packet is shown in Table 1 Therefore, interactions and collaborations among beacon nodes are employed to evaluate the trust value of each beacon node which is deduced by node location information, node behavioral trust and data trust. The trust evaluation process is shown in Figure 4 .
1) TRUST EVALUATION PROCESS
The process of trust evaluation is divided into three parts: i) Behavioral-based trust ii) Data-based trust iii) Feedback based Trust and explained in detailed as following:
• Behavioral-based trust evaluation
Behavioral-based trust is evaluated based on various metrics such as closeness, honesty, intimacy, frequency of interaction and feedback of nodes are discussed as follows: 1) Closeness:
Closeness (D closeness i ) is a metric that is used for trust value evaluation. It is represented by how many total VOLUME 7, 2019 number of sensor nodes are covered by each beacon node in one-hop neighbored and is computed as following:
represents the total one-hop neighbor nodes covered by i th beacon node and is computed as following:
where I successful i,j and I unsuccessful i,j represents the total successful and unsuccessful interaction between beacon nodes.
3) Intimacy:
Another metric for trust evaluation is intimacy D Intimacy i which represents the time of interaction between beacon nodes and higher time of interaction signifies higher intimacy. D Intimacy i of i th beacon node is computed as following:
where t ij and t ik represents the total time of interaction with beacon node j and k respectively.
4) Frequency of Interaction (FI): FI (I

Frequency i
) is also an important trust metric for trust evaluation which represents the total number of interaction between beacon nodes. Higher value of FI represents the closely relationship between nodes. I Frequency i is computed as following:
n ij defines the number of interaction between beacon node i and j and n ik is the total number of interaction with other k beacon nodes. Overall behavioral trust value of beacon nodes is evaluated as following:
• Feedback-based trust evaluation The feedback based trust also ensures the integrity of each beacon nodes. To compute the feedback based trust, the feedback trust is classified into two categories such as positive feedback and negative feedback. Let us consider a set B (b 1 , b 2 , ....., b M ) of beacon nodes are deployed in the network. When the beacon node receives the location information from neighbor beacon nodes, it provides the feedback about the sender nodes. In the proposed trust model, the range of both feedbacks lies in the range of [0, 1]. The feedback value between (0.5, 1) is termed as positive feedback and the value in (0, 0.5) termed as negative feedback. Initially, 0.5 is the feedback value considered for all beacon nodes. F i positive and F i negative are the total number of positive and negative feedbacks for i th beacon node. By considering these assumptions, the feedback values for i th beacon node are defined as:
Beacon node feedback:{F i positive , F i negative } Now, the feedback based trust (F i Trust ) for each beacon node is evaluated in following sections.
Trustworthiness computation:
Initially, the location information packet of all beacon nodes {Beaconpacket : Id i , (x i , y i ), timestamp} are broadcasted within neighboured nodes. The beacon node which broadcast its information act as a sender beacon denoted as (Sender BN ) and the nodes which provide the feedback about Sender BN are termed as Responder BN . After receiving the packets, Responder BN provides its feedback about particular (Sender BN ) node. The creditability of beacon node is computed based on the Total Number of Feedback (TNoF) provided for that particular beacon node. 1) Positive feedback rate (PF rate ) computation:
where P i F and N i F represents the number of positive and negative feedbacks respectively provided by the j th beacon node for i th beacon node. Higher the value of PF Rate ij represents the stronger the trust of j th towards i th node. 2) Credibility (credibility i BN ) computation based on PF rate : PF rate reflects the worthiness of the information provided by Sender BN in context of Responder BN . Here, the value of PF rate lies in between (0, 1) and various PF rate in this range reveals that Responder BN gave almost all feedback negative regards Sender BN . In other words, we can say that Responder BN beacon node is not satisfied with the information provided by Sender BN . Therefore, the value of (credibility i BN ) is considered as zero. b) PF rate in range of 0.2 to 0.4
In this case, the Responder BN tended to provide the negative feedback to Sender BN based on past interactions. The creditability of Sender BN is computed as following:
credibility i BN is the trustworthiness of i th beacon node computed by j th node and F i negative is the total number of beacon nodes which provide negative feedback to i th beacon node in past. N i F is the number of negative feedback given by j th node out of F i negative , feedback i j represents the feedback regards given by j th node out of F i negative and NTFF i j represents the negative time fading factor. time 0 is the time when node start to compute the credibility and time l is the time after computing the credibility. c) PF rate in range of 0.4 to 0. 6 In this situation, Responder BN fluctuates in between good and bad behaviour of the Sender BN due to past interactions. In such type circumstances, both the positive and negative credibility of Sender BN is considered as following In this case, the Responder BN tended to provide the positive feedback to Sender BN based on past interactions and the credibility is computed as following:
credibility i BN is the trustworthiness of i th beacon node computed by j th node and F i positive is the total number of beacon nodes which provide positive feedback to i th beacon node in past. P i F is the number of positive feedback given by j th node in all F i positive , feedback i j represents the feedback regards given by j th node out of F i positive and PTFF i j is the positive time fading factor. time 0 and time l are the times when node start to compute the credibility and time after computing the credibility respectively. e) PF rate in range of 0.8 to 1
In such situation, all the feedbacks given by Responder BN towards Sender BN are positives. In other words, we can say that Responder BN was satisfied with the information provided by Sender BN in the past.
• Data-based trust evaluation Data-based trust is evaluated based on direct trust observation and indirect trust observation as shown in Figure 5 and explained as following:
• Direct trust observation:
The sender beacon nodes forward the location information to one-hop neighbors with the speed of light (c) with a timer start. The individual beacon nodes discover their one-hop neighbor nodes and enlist in Neighbor List (NL)4. When the information received from neighbor beacon nodes, the sender beacon node stops the timer and computes the estimated distance (D est ij ) between beacon nodes using following equation: where RTT represents the Round Trip Time. RTT is computed as following:
The true distance between beacon nodes is computed as following:
where (x i , y i ) and (x j , y j ) represents the coordinates of beacon node i and beacon node j. Now the direct trust value (T i Direct ) for each beacon node is computed as following:
where T ij t represent the trust value of beacon node i by j at times t and initially the value of T ij t is set to 0.5. α represents the trust value which is computed as following:
• Indirect trust computation: Indirect trust (T i indirect ) value is computed when two beacon nodes do not have prior trust relationship and in this case the observer beacon nodes does not have the capability to judge the other beacon nodes. The sensor nodes that provide the trust value to other nodes are called recommender nodes.
For each beacon nodes, Trust Data is computed by combining both T ij Direct and T i Indirect values with random weights w direct and w indirect respectively and evaluated by using the following mentioned equation:
Mathematically, the trust value of individual beacon node is computed by combining behavioral and data trust as following: 
Life-Time Checking of past interactions
As we considered the network scenario for the localization process and mobility of nodes affects the performance of the process. Due to dynamic behaviour, the lifetime (L Time ) of the packets/interaction is also an important issue to concern. In other words After trust evaluation, all beacon nodes broadcast the NNL and trust value to BS. BS generates blockchain with trust values of individual beacon nodes for trust management and to detect malicious beacon nodes. Firstly, the information of the beacon node with higher trust value is selected as the first block of the blockchain. Beacon node with higher trust value has more probabilities to add blocks in the blockchain and the structure of each block in the blockchain in depicted in Figure 6 . The information of beacon nodes with the least trust value is discarded and not included as a block in the blockchain. The proposed algorithm depends on the trust score of individual beacon nodes. The trustworthiness of beacon nodes is utilized during blockchain generation, and it cannot be spent or transferred as coins in Bitcoin. Higher trusty beacon nodes provide more superior and precise localization. When a malicious node is detected and discarded from blockchain, the trust value of each beacon node is updated and constructed in the blockchain.
3) LOCALIZATION OF SENSOR NODES
Finally, the location of unknown nodes is computed with the most trustworthy location information of beacon nodes. All the major task of localization process in performed at BS to reduce the energy consumption of beacon nodes. Minimum three beacon nodes are selected for each unknown nodes to perform trilateration process [36] , and the most trusty location information of beacon nodes are utilized during localization for accurate localization. 
A. SIMULATION PARAMETERS AND PERFORMANCE METRICS
The value of parameters used in simulation is shown in Table 2 . To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm various performance metrics are explained as follows:
1) Localization Error (LE) and Average Localization error (ALE)
The difference between estimated and actual position of unknown node is referred as localization error and computed as following:
where (x exp j , y exp j ) and (x exp j , y exp j ) represents the estimated coordinates and true coordinates of the unknown nodes respectively. ALE is defined as the summation of LE of all unknown nodes to the total number of unknown nodes and computed as following:
2) Detection accuracy(ξ )
The ratio of beacon nodes identified as malicious (M identified ) to the total number of malicious beacon nodes is known as and computed as following:
3) False-Positive rate (FPR)
The ratio of number of trusty beacon nodes identified as malicious (Trusty(M ) identified ) to the total number of trusty beacon nodes (Benign Total ) is recognized as FPR.
4) False-Negative Rate (FNR)
The ratio of the number of malicious beacon nodes detected as trusty (M (trusty) identified ) to the total number of malicious nodes (M Total ).
5) Average Energy Consumption (AEC)
AEC is the ratio of energy consumption during trust value evaluation (E trust ) to the total energy consumed for information transmission (E Tx ) and reception (E Rx ) and computed as following:
In this section, the simulated results of the proposed algorithm are compared with various existing algorithms. Firstly the impact of the ratio of beacon nodes on ALE is observed. For this simulation, 100 sensor nodes are deployed 5-30% beacon nodes with 5% malicious beacon nodes in a sensing area of 100 × 100 m 2 . In Table 3 , the evaluated results are described by varying the ratio of beacon nodes. From the tabulated results, it is observed that the proposed algorithm performs 59.89%, 37.54% and 57.11% better as compared to B. B. Das et al., (2017) [18] , T. Gaber et al. (2018) [17] and G. Han et al., (2016) [10] respectively. Figure 7 illustrates the impact of ratio of malicious beacon nodes on ALE and reveals that as the malicious nodes increase the ALE for each algorithm also increases. It happens due to the fact that the unknown nodes can collect more erroneous information about beacon nodes caused inaccurate localization. The simulated results demonstrate [17] and G. Han et al., (2016) [10] respectively in the presence of malicious beacon nodes. The impact of ratio of malicious beacon nodes on detection accuracy is illustrated in Figure 8 and it can be observed that detection accuracy decreases as the number of malicious nodes increases because of false information collection in [10] respectively. The impact of the ratio of malicious nodes on FPR and FNR is illustrated in Figure 9 and 10. The simulated results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm is significantly better in terms of FPR and FNR as compared to all existing algorithms. Figure 9 and 10 demonstrates that as the ratio of malicious nodes increases, the percentage of FPR and FNR also increases for all the algorithms. It happen due to the fact that large amounts of false information is collected as more number of malicious nodes presents in the network.
The [17] and G. Han et al., (2016) [10] respectively. In Figure 11 the impact of the ratio of beacon nodes on probability to find true location is illustrated. It shows that the probability of precise location increases as the number of beacon nodes increases in the network. It is examined from the simulated results that the proposed algorithm achieves 36%, 13.4% and 18.02% [10] respectively. The average energy consumption of all algorithms is depicted in Figure 12 . The proposed algorithm consumes less energy during trust value evaluation as the ratio of malicious beacon nodes increases in the network.
The impact of mobility on ALE is depicted in Figure 13 . To perform the simulation, a total 100 sensor nodes are deployed with 30% benign/trusty nodes and 10% of total beacon nodes are malicious nodes with 40m communication radius. The mobility of each sensor node is randomly selected within a range from (0, V _(max.)) and V _(max.) Is expressed in terms of R. Let us consider, V _(max.) = 20, then V _(max.) is denoted as (V _(max.) = 0.5R). From the simulated results demonstrated in Figure 13 , it is observed that as the higher the mobility causes more localization error for all localization algorithms.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
The presented work successfully executes the trust evaluation process in decentralized blockchain generation of WSNs. Data-based trust evaluation reflects direct trust and indirect trust among participating beacon nodes which are key aspects of data trust. Further, the composite trust value of each beacon node is forwarded to BS to generate a decentralized blockchain-based trust management model. Moreover, only most trusty beacon nodes become the part of localization process for estimating the location of unknown nodes. Simulated results reveal that the proposed algorithm achieve 62.91%, 38.32% and 58.11% more accurate localization as compared to existing algorithms [10] , [17] , [18] . Moreover, it outperforms existing ones in terms of False Positive Rate (FPR), False Negative Rate (FNR) and Average Energy Consumption (AEC). However, Bayesian statistics, Maximum likelihood estimation, reinforcement learning based trust evaluation and the complexity associated with the length of blockchain should be tested further to determine the completeness of the method.
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